Only the finest
workmanship in every
saddle.

2011
Price List

Sage Creek Stock Saddles are
made one at a time. Only top
quality materials are used. These
are very high quality saddles, built
for real work.

“strong as an ox”

www.sagecreeksaddles.com
From the tooling to the hardware, only the best!

“strong as an ox”

307-272-8585

In the standard hand-

Wades

Half rough out Wade.
$4800

More Options

2011 Price List

The Saddles

Half rough out Packer
$5400

Plain Smooth or Rough Out
With a single crease line finish

$3400

Inlaid Padded Seat—Medallion Style
Full Inlaid Seat Dish
Padding inlaid into saddle seat.

$130
$200

Border Stamp

$3600

Exposed Stirrup Leathers
Set Stamped
Floral Tooled

$50
$275
$680

Half & Half Basket Stamp - Smooth or
Rough, border & half basket or other set
stamp, i.e. shell

$3850

Hobble Ring
Rawhide Braided

Full Set Stamp
Full basket or other set stamp, i.e.. shell

$4800

Cheyenne Roll
Plain
2 piece floral tooled

4 Button Front Jockeys
Half & Half Floral - Smooth or Rough ,

3/4 Floral with Leg Shadow
The leather is left smooth under the riders legs

Plain Smooth or Rough Out
With a single crease line finish
Partial tooled Willow
Creek Association.
$5600

$5600

$75
$225
$50

Separate front jockeys with strings and
conchos under fork swells.
Corner Tooled Jockeys & Fenders
Floral tooling in corners of rear, seat, and
front jockeys, & Fenders

$980

Floral Tooled Flank & Billets
Nice when added to a 3/4 tooled leg
shadow tooling job.

$315

Floral Tooled Gullet Lining

$175

$3600
Especially nice when added to a 3/4
tooled leg shadow tooling job.

Floral Tooled Wade
$5500

Border Stamp

Swell Forks

In the standard handmade line we offer six styles
from plain, or rough out, to three quarter tooled
with a ‘leg shadow’ on the seat jockeys and fenders.
Each of these finishes is available on either a 9”
Wade or 14” Swell Fork tree. Seats are available in
15”, 15 1/2”, and 16” standard lengths. Standard
cantles are 12 1/2” wide by 4 1/2” high, with 1 1/2”
dish. The trees are made to exacting specifications,
usually in a 4x8 gullet with a 90 degree front angle.
4x8 is the gullet width measured 4” wide at the
hand hole with a gullet height of 8”. This configuration has been found to fit a wide range of horses.
The saddles described here are rigged with a 7/8 flat
plate or in skirt rigging as shown. Full carved and
other custom configurations are available on any
tree. Call for a quote - we can make it for you!

$5000

$50

$3800

Half & Half Basket Stamp - Smooth or
Rough, border & half basket or other set stamp,
i.e. shell

$4050

Full Set Stamp
Full basket or other set stamp, i.e.. shell

$5000

Half & Half Floral - Smooth or Rough , border & half floral tooled

$5200

3/4 Floral with Leg Shadow
The leather is left smooth under the riders legs

$5800

Sage Creek Stock Saddle Co. Is a custom
saddlery. Please call for a quote on the
rig that you have been dreaming of, and
lets get it built for you!

www.sagecreeksaddles.com
E-mail: scsaddle@yahoo.com

